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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Details continue to emerge about coverups and fraud that took place during P8zer's COVID-19 shot

trials. Die Welt, a mainstream media outlet in Germany, revealed that numerous subjects who

suffered adverse events, including deaths, were removed from the trial data.

Meanwhile, trial data were manipulated "to create the illusion" the shot is 90% effective, for

instance by excluding participants who got injected and developed COVID-19 within the next 14

days.  Taken together, it leaves little doubt that COVID-19 shots cannot be trusted.

Deaths Occurred Within Days of Shots

The Die Welt report described several deaths that occurred shortly after the injections, but were

excluded from the trial data. Among them was a person known as "P8zer subject C4591001 1162

11621327." The person, a 60-year-old man, died three days after receiving the second dose of

P8zer's COVID shot, reportedly due to stroke  and arteriosclerosis.

Independent journalist Igor Chudov detailed the case on Substack, noting that the man was

discovered via a welfare check, and may have died within two days of the shot. Chudov reported:

"According to the medical examiner, the probable cause of death was progression of

atherosclerotic disease. Relevant tests were unknown. Autopsy results were not available

at the time of this report.

In the opinion of the investigator, there was no reasonable possibility that the

arteriosclerosis was related to the study intervention, concomitant medications, or clinical

trial procedures, but rather it was related to suspected underlying disease. P@zer concurred

with the investigator's causality assessment."

However, it appears the medical examiner may have been unaware the man had received an

experimental COVID-19 shot shortly before his death, and didn't give the examination a closer look.

P8zer also neglected to request the medical examiner's report to assess a potential link. Chudov

continued:

"They just took the police report's word that he died of 'arteriosclerosis,' stated that Covid

Vax cannot cause 'arteriosclerosis,' and ruled it 'unrelated.' The patient was buried and

forgotten. If I may guess, the examiner's diagnosis was not even accurate. The medications

that the deceased took, indicate no ongoing, severe sclerotic disease."

P?zer Falsely Ruled Deaths Were Unrelated to Shots

Another subject in P8zer's trial also died 20 days after the shots. The death was ruled as due to a

cardiac arrest. But pharmaceutical specialist Susanne Wagner told Die Welt:

"According to the current state of science, these two cases would be assigned to the

vaccination, especially since the U.S. health authority CDC is currently investigating strokes

in vaccinated people and it is known. [P@zer's investigators] falsely ruled these deaths

unrelated."

Indeed, an announcement made by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the

Food and Drug Administration warned that people ages 65 and older who received P8zer's updated

(bivalent) COVID-19 booster shot may be at increased risk of stroke.

The CDC's Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD), which uses near real-time surveillance to track vaccine

safety, _agged the potential safety issue, revealing that those 65 and over were more likely to have

an ischemic stroke 21 days after receiving P8zer's bivalent COVID-19 shot compared to 22 to 44

days later.

The FDA and CDC released the statement on a Friday night before a three-day weekend, "which is

proof they wanted to bury it," Dr. Meryl Nass, a board-certi8ed internal medicine physician with

special expertise in vaccine safety and vaccine mandates, said.  Even Florida Surgeon General Dr.

Joseph Ladapo tweeted about the odd timing:

"What better time than a Friday afternoon for @CDCgov and @US_FDA to let Americans

know that the mRNA shots they've been pushing may be causing strokes? Don't worry, we'll

make sure the word gets out — just like we've been doing for months."

Die Welt also revealed contradictions in P8zer documents and mass unblinding of study subjects,

which wasn't revealed in a later approval study:

"In one fell swoop, the test management said goodbye to 53 subjects on August 31, 2020.

The test candidates were 'unblinded,' which means they were informed about their

vaccination status, a process that the P@zer study protocol expressly only provides for 'in

emergencies.'

But there is nothing about it in the approval study. In protocol documents that are available

to WELT, and which are actually not intended for the public, those responsible get caught up

in contradictions."
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Severe Adverse Reaction to Shots Brushed Off

Another example revealed by Die Welt involves trial participant Augusto Roux, a lawyer in

Argentina. After receiving his second dose of P8zer's COVID-19 shot, he experienced shortness of

breath and chest pain, and passed out. Within days, he visited a hospital for his symptoms, where

he tested negative for COVID-19 but a CT scan showed _uid, or pericardial effusion, in Roux's heart.

A physician noted in his chart, "Adverse reaction to the coronavirus vaccine (high probability)."

Despite this connection and ongoing health problems, this adverse reaction was downplayed by

P8zer and listed as unrelated to the shots. According to Die Welt:

"Over the next few months, Roux lost 14 kilos [30.8 pounds], he had liver problems, and his

heart sometimes beat irregularly … The diagnosis for the symptoms after the second

vaccination is very likely to be 'pericarditis,' in_ammation of the heart. All of this @ts exactly

with a clinical picture that the Paul Ehrlich Institute also has in its list of 'rare side effects'

for mRNA vaccines.

… His story, one might think, should appear in P@zer's pivotal study papers, but it doesn't.

The pharmaceutical company's papers say Roux informed the research team that he was

hospitalized with pneumonia on both sides, following the initial report, which was classi@ed

as an 'adverse event of toxicity level 1.'

That could have nothing to do with the vaccine, the @le goes on to say, it is probably a Covid

infection. Not a word that Roux had tested negative for Corona in several PCR tests."

P?zer Created an 'Illusion' of Effectiveness

In November 2020, P8zer claimed its COVID-19 shot was 95% effective against COVID-19, but this

was highly misleading and based on _awed methodology.  One trick used to get this misleadingly

high eecacy 8gure is to ignore people who got COVID-19 within 14 days after their 8rst shot.

In P8zer's trial, 37.2% of those who were tested for COVID-19 within 13 days of their 8rst shot were

positive — but not counted as such. How can this skew results? As explained on Substack's "Where

are the numbers," a newsletter about the abuse of science and statistics:

"Imagine the most extreme case in which every vaccinated person gets covid within the

@rst two weeks of their @rst dose. Then, assuming (as is likely) that none get infected a

second time within the 19 weeks, according to the study de@nition no vaccinated people

ever got covid over the whole period of the study.

If only one person in the the unvaccinated comparative cohort had got covid, over the same

period, the vaccine edcacy (de@ned as one minus the proportion of vaccinated infected

divided by the proportion of unvaccinated infected times 100) will be reported as 100%."

The study found that during any two-week period from December 28, 2020, to May 19, 2021, the

COVID-19 infection rate was about 0.8%, compared to 37.2% among those tested within two weeks

of their 8rst shot.

"If people were tested every two weeks then we could reasonably conclude the vaccinated were

getting infected — within two weeks of their 8rst jab — at a rate that was almost 50 times greater

than the general rate for this population," but "if you don't look for covid, by not testing for it, or by

ignoring the test results you won't 8nd it."

They also pointed out that no deaths occurred among the participants who tested positive for

COVID-19 and had at least one COVID-19-like symptom, including among the 812 (out of 1,482)

who were unvaccinated. But since this clearly makes the shots look unnecessary and ineffective, it

was conveniently ignored:

"[T]here was a grand total of zero deaths: an infection fatality rate (IFR) of 0%. And 812 of

those were unvaccinated. Bear in mind that this when covid was supposed to have been

rampaging globally and causing widespread death.

And of course that nugget somehow never got mentioned in the abstract, mains results,

conclusions, or discussion. It only appeared in the detailed results section (along with the

fact that only 2% were hospitalized)."

More Deaths in the Shot Group Than the Placebo Group

Former Blackrock portfolio manager Edward Dowd also warned about problems with P=zer's trial. A

friend from the biotech industry told him that the all-cause mortality endpoint had been missed by

P8zer in the original clinical trial, meaning that in the jab group there were more deaths than in the

placebo group. Normally, during the drug approval process, if you fail that endpoint, you do not get

approved.

Dowd said. "When that came out in November, the biotech executives who saw that decided they

weren't going to get boosters, and the people who weren't vaxxed were not going to get vaxxed."

Whistleblower Brooke Jackson, a regional director formerly employed by P8zer subcontractor

Ventavia Research Group, which was testing P8zer's COVID-19 vaccine, also witnessed falsi=ed

data, unblinded patients, inadequately trained vaccinators and lack of proper follow-up on adverse

events that were reported.

"I was working on P8zer's trial," she said in the 8lm "Anecdotals."  "What I saw was like nothing I've

ever seen before." She explained:

"The speed in which they were enrolling in the study — four to @ve coordinators pushing

through 40, 50, 60 patients a day. We were not storing the vaccine at its appropriate

temperature, the failures in reporting serious adverse events. We had so many reports of

adverse events … we just could not keep up. The study doctor signed a physical exam when

he wasn't even in clinic.

Then Ventavia had unblinded every patient that was randomized in the trial. When we

brought it to their attention, that's what we were instructed to do — remove the evidence

and destroy it. Emails about mislabeled blood specimens per P@zer's protocol, we should

have immediately stopped enrolling, but they never told P@zer.

I would bring the concerns to my managers and it was, 'We're understaffed.' The FDA — they

only see what P@zer gives them. So I was documenting all of this. And on the 25th of

September, I went directly to the FDA, and about six and a half hours later, I lost my job. I

was @red."

The FDA and P8zer attempted to hide the COVID-19 shot clinical trial data for 75 years, but the FDA

was ordered by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas to release redacted

versions of trial documents on a much faster schedule. As part of the court order, 80,000 pages of

documents related to the FDA's approval of P8zer's COVID-19 shots were released June 1, 2022.

Among those documents were case report forms revealing that deaths and severe adverse events

took place during Phase 3 trials, but, as reported by Children's Health Defense, P8zer had "a trend of

classifying almost all adverse events — and in particular severe adverse events — as being 'not

related' to the vaccine."

P8zer has pro8ted immensely nonetheless, earning a record $100 billion in 2022, including $37.8

billion for its COVID-19 shots and $18.9 billion for its antiviral drug Paxlovid.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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P8zer's intent is clear: to create a for-pro8t disease model that allows customers to receive their lifetime doses of drugs and mRNA

injections for all diseases, so that each injection feeds another disease and destroys the system. immunological. P8zer will always

have more drugs ready to dispense, and so on forever. To treat the deadly side effects caused by its Fauci _u vaccines, P8zer makes

available Paxlovid, which the company now markets as a "rebound" medication for its "fully vaccinated" customers to avoid continually

testing "positive" for the Whuan virus or Vyndaqel that treats cardiomyopathy caused by biological weapons against C-19.

P8zer also has Eliquis, a P8zer drug marketed to treat blood clots, which just so happens to be another common side effect of the

company's Fauci _u vaccines. Sales of this blood-thinning drug were up 15 percent compared to last year, having generated $1.46

billion for the company in the most recent quarter. The pharmaceutical giant P8zer is intentionally making people sick into lifelong

pharmaceutical addicts who constantly need to be "cured" of their drug-induced ailments. more medicines from P8zer. P8zer's mRNA

Wuhan coronavirus "vaccine" is sickening and killing millions.

Those who survive are told that in order to continue surviving, they must continue to inject themselves with new "boosters". Like

heroin addicts, those addicted to the Fauci _u shots have to keep getting their dose to avoid an early death. This means hypothetically

endless cash _ow for P8zer, which continues to boast record pro8ts quarter after quarter. P8zer botched ivermectin by making it more

dangerous and repackaging it as "Paxlovid" to generate billions in new pro8t. Co-administration of Paxlovid with drugs commonly used

to control cardiovascular conditions can potentially cause serious adverse effects.
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We have also learned that P8zer CEO Albert Bourla, Ph.D., made "misleading" and "unquali8ed" comments promoting the use of

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines for young children during an interview on the BBC, as discovered by a UK regulatory agency. The

Prescription Medicines Code of Practice Authority (PMCPA), an independent self-regulatory body set up by the Association of

the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI), found that Bourla breached several rules in its Code of Practice for advertising..-----

dossier.substack.com/.../the-p8zer-way-produce-the-sickness  (2022).---

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/albert-bourla-p8zer-ceo-covid-vac..  (02/02/2023).---

www.zerohedge.com/markets/severe-adverse-effects-doctors-warn-p8zers-..  .-- -- P8zer colluded with the federal government

to siphon off $100 billion from the US taxpayer last year, in 8lings announced Tuesday by the drugmaker.

$31 billion of that massive haul amounted to pure pro8t, which is up 43% from 2021. Nearly $57 billion of those dollars came

directly from US government grants for P8zer's mRNA injections and Paxlovid horse pills, the Covid-19 "treatment" best known

for its side effects." Paxlovid Rebound". dossier.substack.com/p/p8zer-reports-100-billion-haul-with?utm_source..

 (02/01/2023)
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Gui, is the only way to achieve Justice is to 8nd a way to generate enough Billions or Trillions in Pro8ts for the 1%? The liar

Fraudci and the rest of the liars, and are they not actually criminals? With the 8nal piddly yeah, we guess we were probably

wrong about the lab thing, golly gee our bad, sorry, is serious and demands accountability. A whole chain of mountains of

evidence discussed here and the few other places to break through the Great Wall of Silence, Denial, Lies and has been seen by

more than a few people. Is it not enough to clean house in the whole system? Not only the Fraudci Kingdom but throughout all

the institutions one can only surmise do not exist as the Watchdogs they are supposed to be, as they are corrupt and haven't

performed as all are led to believe they do for quite some time. They are all owned and operated by Global Monopolies, who are

in turn owned and operated by World Banks, who are in turn owned and operated by a shadowy 1%.
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This whole thing is an atrocity. It’s evil. My brother told me that he would never get it. I spoke with him a few days ago and he

got the jab. I just can’t believe it. He seems to be more irritable and he thinks he’s smarter than me. Almost everyone I know got

the jab. It seems like more men that I know have gotten it instead of women. This whole thing is like a terrible sci-8 movie

March 09, 2023
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How P?zer's Trials Were Fraudulent
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Die Welt, a mainstream media outlet in Germany, revealed that numerous subjects who

suffered adverse events, including deaths, during P8zer’s COVID-19 shot trials were removed

from the trial data



A person known as “P8zer subject C4591001 1162 11621327” died three days after receiving

the second dose of P8zer’s COVID shot, reportedly due to stroke and arteriosclerosis; it was

deemed unrelated to the shots



The CDC has since warned that people ages 65 and older who received P8zer’s updated

(bivalent) COVID-19 booster shot may be at increased risk of stroke



Die Welt also revealed contradictions in P8zer documents, adverse events from the shot downplayed and mass unblinding of study subjects, which

wasn’t revealed in a later approval study



In November 2020, P8zer claimed their COVID-19 shot was 95% effective against COVID-19, but this was highly misleading and based on _awed

methodology, including excluding people who got COVID-19 within 14 days after their 8rst shot



P8zer has pro8ted immensely despite the concerns, earning a record $100 billion in 2022, including $37.8 billion for its COVID-19 shots and $18.9

billion for its antiviral drug Paxlovid
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the jab. It seems like more men that I know have gotten it instead of women. This whole thing is like a terrible sci-8 movie
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Guillermou, you summarized it very well. Cash is King! According to this morning's report from the Epoch Times, the US

Government was heavily invested in the MRNA "Vaccines" long before COVID ever hit the er....market. Is Anybody Surprised??

(Not me, not one bit...just what was clear from Moment 1/2, and not even from moment 1!) ~~~"In the 8rst study to

systematically examine the public investments in mRNA vaccines, researchers have found that the U.S. government was

substantially invested in mRNA vaccine technology before the COVID pandemic. Published in the British Medical Journal on

March 1, the study found that the government invested $31.9 billion in mRNA vaccines and technologies between 1985 and

2022, of which at least $337 million was invested pre-pandemic.

The government also paid $31.6 billion during the pandemic for vaccine research, production, and vaccines for all Americans,

as well as for global donations. The vast pool of funding has netted Moderna and P8zer over $100 billion in revenue from sales

of COVID-19 vaccines since their launch, an amount 20 times greater than the total budget of the World Health Organization

(WHO) for 2020-21." READ MORE www.theepochtimes.com/us-invested-in-mrna-vaccines-for-decades-pre-pan..
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My neighbor got the jab and a booster awhile back. 7 weeks ago he had massive blood clots. So many, they stopped trying to

remove them. The next week his calcium buildup was off the charts. His doctor is shocked to announce he has very advanced

cancer. Today, 5 weeks later, he is a vegetable- not expected to live through the week. Gotta love modern medicine.
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Thanks JUST, you de8ne the state of corruption very well. Yes, we are facing the Great Wall of Silence, of Denial of Fraudci's

Lies, government institutions, BigPharma and the entire conglomerate of corporations. Dr. Rob Verkerk is the founder of ANH

International. For forty years he has been researching and promoting natural health and sustainable ecosystems. In the

process, he has experienced and fought against the corruption and destructiveness of the pesticide and pharmaceutical

industries. Dr. Verkerk's presentation is rich with hard-earned insights into biology, business, fraud, and corruption.

Big Pharma partners with small biotech companies, they control many politicians and bureaucrats. They use humanity as

guinea pigs, even going so far that current gene-modifying covid-19 injections are misrepresented as "vaccines" and imposed

on the world's populations. Dr. Verkerk explains how big the pharmaceutical industry is: focused on disease; corrupt, fraudulent

and criminal; misleading; expensive ; ineffective; dangerous; strange and contrary to nature; polluting; abusive; and

disempowering. drtrozzi.org/2022/11/21/big-pharmas-future-part-5-dr-rob-verkerk/  (11/21/2022)
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Thank you Brenda, yes a very depressing science 8ction movie where unfortunately there is a lot of damage and deaths and a

very disturbing future for everyone who has received the injection. Older adults who receive the quadruple shot (quadruple shot

= the initial two-dose series of the COVID vaccine plus two booster doses) face higher rates of death due to the gene-based

drugs injected into their bodies It is the opinion of Dr. Theo Schetters is a highly respected, accredited and internationally

recognized vaccinologist, developer and researcher, and academic professor. Among his impressive accolades from his 40-year

career, Dr. Schetters received the Medal of Honor from the Faculty of Pharmacy at the University of Montpellier in France.

Dr. Theo Schetters says that is what is happening in the Netherlands, and the data is now “very clear that there is a good

correlation between the number of vaccines that are given to people and the number of people who die inside.” a week after

that. So let's say this week we gave 10,000 vaccinations. Then this week we have something like 125 excess deaths in that

week.” The data suggests that "one in 800" doses of COVID injections result in death. He says that he has urged public health

oecials in the Netherlands to "reconsider the vaccination strategy, because I think it is a real warning."

www.naturalhealth365.com/vax-scientist-sounds-alarm-demands-immediate-..  (2022
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Thank you Mirandola for reporting the corrupt contribution of the government to the terrible misfortune of the damage and

deaths of biological weapons. This is a reality check; NEVER EVER FORGET WHAT THE MRNA TECHNOLOGY GENE INJECTION

VACCINE DID TO OUR PEOPLE, OUR CHILDREN; LOOK AT 12-YEAR OLD MADDIE DE GARAY, NOW FOR LIFE IN A WHEELCHAIR

WITH A FEEDING TUBE We investigate Bourla of P8zer, Bancel of Moderna, CDC Walensky, Fauci, Francis Collins, Baric, Daszak,

Azar, all of them, in proper courts, legal, and imprison them all if shown they killed people

palexander.substack.com/p/never-ever-forget-what-the-mrna-technology?u..  (09/03/2023) In the face of these dramas, a

much-needed action:

FDA CITIZEN'S PETITION AND REQUEST FOR STAY OF DECISION ON COVID VACCINES--UNTIL ACCURATE TESTS ARE USED TO

DETERMINE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CASES AND NON-CASES IN PFIZER VACCINE CLINICAL TRIAL Dr. Sin Hang Lee and the

Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN), through attorneys Aaron Siri and Elizabeth Brehm, have requested that FDA require

accurate counts of Covid cases in the P8zer/BioNTech Covid-19 mRNA vaccine trial and other Covid vaccine trials.

merylnass.substack.com/p/fda-citizens-petition-and-request?utm_source=..  (09/03/2023)
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Thank you BRIANALLEN1, a terrible testimony, if unfortunately many more will die of cancer in the coming years. We are seeing

more cases of cancer due to bioweapons and less chance of cure with a depressed immune system from the punctures. One of

Moderna's main funders, Joel Smalley), says that "the experimental mRNA toxshot induces spike protein production...in and

around the cell nucleus and occurs for at least 60 days and almost certainly longer." ", citing multiple scienti8c sources in his

claim.

, including a 2021 study from Sweden by authors *** Jiang and Ya-Fang Mei. Smalley states that "the vax-induced spike protein,

which circulates in large quantities, in the direct vicinity of the cell nucleus, for long periods of time, still has the potential to

induce cancer in cells of the ovary, pancreas, breast, prostate, and lymph nodes. These cancers can take years to develop, so

we may not see many safety signs for 5 to 10 years."

www.naturalhealth365.com/are-the-covid-19-mrna-jabs-causing-a-cancer-e..
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DR. REDFIELD'S BOMBSHELL TESTIMONY While crickets chirped, the bus just ran over Fauci Yesterday, we witnessed the

ex-director of the CDC, under oath, directly blame Dr. Fauci and the US Government for the deaths of millions of people.

However, if you went to the headlines of Google News - there was nary a news story. I guess Google felt it wasn’t important

enough to warrant above-the-fold status. Seems like they had to make room for important news items, like the ones above. A

keyword search of Red8eld on Google news did come up with the following stories. The actual testimony of Dr. Red8eld was

explosive. Yet, none of these headlines bely the gravity of Dr Red8eld’s testimony. Dr. Red8eld directly linked gain-of-function

research and the creation of SARS-CoV-WIV to Dr. Fauci, and to the US Gov - including the DoD .----

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/dr-red8elds-bombshell-testimony?utm_source=..  (03/09/2023)
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So now that we all know that these injections are just a few of the DOD's bioweapon depopulation countermeasures and 5GW

psyops in a total world war (more like a necessary eugenical culling) on the main herd... so why then still fret over the "safety

testing" of the countermeasure weapons designed to kill... still shuying the deck chairs after all these years... and clutching

pearls... there's no conspiracy here folks... just get your damn vaccine already... they're free... next we'll need to see that the

cheese in the mousetraps has been properly tested for safety too? I thought we were all past this with Sasha Latypova and

Katherine Watt already, like sheesh already...

this is WWIII. Testing weapons of mass destruction for safety... how absurd does this get already... did I say sheesh already,

yikes, eh?, well then WTFU? www.youtube.com/watch  The truth is extreme, to make it moderate is to lie. From above: "Recently,

I reviewed the horrendous subject of medical gaslighting... is just more "weaponized gaslighting" talk for soft kill eugenics and

murder... but it's not really just murder... it's a mass eugenical ww culling/murder/war on population. Gaslighting term is now

being used to make mass murder moderate. The truth is extreme, to make it moderate is to lie.

The agenda of a eugenical death cult is death. Plain and simple. All else is compartmentalized distraction. There are two

different types of people in the world, those who want to know, and those who want to believe. Friedrich Nietzsche This is way

beyond gaslighting... it is 5GW/psyop war propaganda designed to kill along with multiple weapons systems... just like in any

war. When you have something to say, silence is a lie - Jordan Peterson ... or better yet, using "gaslighting" propaganda to make

mass murder moderate is to lie. Avoid the poisons, avoid the traps (both kinds) or it's... Life without Lulu (or you-you). Cheers

Gents. www.youtube.com/watch
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I think they are going to run out of victims sooner than they expected!
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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P8zer learned from the USA's FDA! Create the problem and then offer the solution. Dr. Mercola coined the phrase 10+ years:

ASTROTURFING! Just ignore the entire establishment and focus on your on health/ survival and all of this propaganda loses

meaning. Take the bull by the horns! Distance yourself and become less dependent on the government. Set yourself FREEEEEE!
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In 1986 the vaccine industry was threatening to go out of business from all the lawsuits against it for its defective products. Our

Congress is responsible for the mess on our hands today! It gave crooks an opportunity to remain in business...with no liability for

injuries or deaths caused by products, which did not work over 40 years ago. The whole premise of "vaccines" was based on a

falsehood. We should not have ever permitted this industry to exist. Am I wrong, but isn't the natural immune system compromised,

when toxic matter, such as, aluminum, mercury, formaldehyde, _uoride, etc., is injected into the bloodstream. These are all deadly

poisons. which should never have been put into the body. Poison does not create health...it creates death! The current vaxes are even

more deadly...and governments worldwide promote them? Why is this 8asco ongoing? Isn't there any common sense left in the world?
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Apparently while Poison does not create health - But - it does create boatload$ of Pro8t$ before it creates Death - Hey, nothing

personal, it's just business. Thank you! 1986 is when the process of shutting down defective vaxxx products should have

occurred. Instead we got No Liability, and a Kangaroo Vaxxx Court to shuye off destroyed families to YOYO Land. (YOYO - You

Are On Your Own.)
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A neat summing up of the whole charade, Barbara. Also see my post re the published fact thar mRNA injections were declared

unsafe by their inventor. Was this admission ignored or not followed up by the medical community or did the inventor let the cat

out of the bag too soon? So many things simply don’t add up. I feel we are being played still and nothing can be taken at face

value. There are too many loose ends and too many seeking to make a name for themselves by jumping on the plandemic

bandwagon. Common sense is very uncommon and trust _ew out the window long ago,
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Cabochon, the visual of the old Rockefeller Trust Octopus with tenacles reaching out and everywhere comes to mind.
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Barbara Charis, exactly ! Why do people trust in highly toxic substances, thinking it will save them? Why don't people research

the vax ingredients before they allow themselves to be injected with it? It's easy to 8nd this info on the CDC and FDA's websites,

just look up the "vaccine" FAQ sheets, there it is, in bold print, plain as day! Yet when people are injected, at that very moment,

Why isn't there full disclosure about the ingredients and side effects, above all else? That right there smacks of danger and red

_ags. There should indeed be full disclosure,and informed consent.BREAKING: Swiss banker, himself triple injected, is suing in

the Supreme Court, for crimes against humanity, based in part on lack of informed consent, also siting treason, and other

things.

reinettesenumsfoghornexpress.substack.com/p/breaking-p8zer-inc-and-us..  British/Swiss international banker, Pascal Najadi,

is pulling no stops. Committed to taking down Big Pharma, US criminals, and the WHO for Crimes Against Humanity.

rumble.com/v2c2ut4-breaking-swiss-president-berset-named-in-us-supreme..  Pascal Najadi talks with Reiner Fuellmich about

the basis of his lawsuit, in English, soon to be translated into German.
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Here is a brand new documentary just now coming out re the vax injuries and deaths, side effects, more

www.youtube.com/watch
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Re- post from late yesterday, Reiner Fuellmich has an impromptu interview with Psacal Najadi, Investment Banker from

Switzerland - BREAKING: Swiss President Berset named in lawsuit 8led by British Swiss Banker Pascal Najadi vs P8zer Inc. &

FDA with Supreme Court NY, USA - rumble.com/v2c2ut4-breaking-swiss-president-berset-named-in-us-supreme..  - everyone

may want to listen to this 22 min. discussion, as Reiner Fuellmich gives several additional case updates near the end.
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"steve", "Apparently while Poison does not create health - But - it does create boatload$ of Pro8t$ before it creates Death..."

Yeah, even the adage, "The poison is in the dose" would have a hard time being credible.
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I believe if the research underpinning any vaccine is faked then the legal immunity shield is pierced.
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Barbara the answer is no there is no common sense left. They have been poisoning the population of earth since the 1800s with

these killer vaxxs . At 8rst it was mostly an experiment to see what substances would create what symptoms and the creation

of the Alopathic Medical system taken over by the Rockefellers . They have come a long way since then making their

concoctions much more devasting to the human body . Now almost every leader is on board with the destruction of the human

race . Are we going to let it happen ?
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Isn't there any common sense left in the world? Ya, they're called injected poisons/bioweapons of war - totally logical and

understandable, nothing complicated here. So quit clutching your pearls Barbie, it's time for everyone here to pull up their big

girl panties and call them lethal injections just what they is: soft kill injectable bioweapons that are targeted at mostly the

wilfully ignorant, the wilfully stupid TV watchers and very likely their genetically stupid children unfortunately. There is lots of

eugenical common sense, ranch management, left in the world...
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because it's a eugenical war, a culling... a right-sizing of the population pre-incoming ice age. Weapons are designed to kill and

maim. My family wouldn't come here to read Mercola articles even if their lives depended on it. I bought a computer for my

mother in 2005 for the sole purpose of being able to access Mercola articles. They ALL prefer to get their NEWS/reality/8ction

from the TV and most all of them are on their fourth and 8fth DOD/Jewjuice softkill injections already. Eugenics works... and it's

OK. www.brighteon.com/0e4d4854-6440-4554-882d-5cb1c7242c9c
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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1986! Awe yes, the USA's favorite president basically did away with our checks and balances. It's been a downward spiral to

dictatorship Communism ever since. He meant well. Unfortunately, most of our institutions, especially the educational system,

was already infected by the Marxist Left. Reagan naively gave the Dems the key to Marxist takeover.
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brianallen1
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Is anyone surprised they took the same, highly pro8table model with pills and copied it for injections?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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And the criminal business goes on, money for BigPharma and the globalist elite and death and suffering for many. FDA

ADVISORS RECOMMEND FIRST-EVER RSV VACCINE FROM PFIZER, DESPITE POSSIBLE GUILLAIN-BARR RISKS. The Food and

Drug Administration’s independent advisors on Tuesday recommended what would be the world’s 8rst RSV vaccine, a shot from

P8zer for adults ages 60 and older, despite safety concerns after two trial participants developed a rare neurological disorder.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bp-fda-advisors-recommend-rsv-vacc..  (03/01/2023)
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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"The CDC has since warned that people ages 65 and older who received P8zer’s updated (bivalent) COVID-19 booster shot may be at

increased risk of stroke". These are precisely the group people in the UK now being urged to rush to take up the latest kill-shot

"booster". The treacherous media headed by the BBC urge these victims on. Murderers Incorporated!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Right? How is it remotely sane to encourage people already at the most risk, the most vulnerable to pull the trigger for what

looks for all the world Russian Roulette with a fully loaded pistol?
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Hi stephjack - Dr Robt Malone had a recent discussion with several Aussies posted up here: "Isn't it Frightening?" - -

thenobodywhoknowseverybody.substack.com/p/isnt-it-frightening-dr-rober..  - need to read his book "Lies My Govt Told Me" as

this drops more details near the end of what may have occurred, from his view. He describes normally required toxicological

testing that apparently never occurred, shots have toxic ingredients at every angle. Worth time to listen, woulda been nice to

have this last spring 2022 or earlier, yes?
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And This Malone discussion (above) meshes with John Campbell's January interview here: “IMMUNOLOGY” of mRNA

VACCINES Prof. Robert Clancy and Dr. John Campbell - www.bitchute.com/.../It5Rf1ZqIozP  - discussing how wildly different

results could be person-to-person, (Russian roulette with a syringe) and that doesn't even go into manufacturing discrepantcies.

Not ready for prime time an understatement, as truly scary stuff (as these "old geezers", in one of the bitchute comments,

discuss in detail)...
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Add'l - Never understood what Dr Malone had been doing in his second consulting career. INITIALLY thought he was controlled

opposition. Instead, appears Dr. Malone was in the thick of it, organizing and running clinical trials and other safety testing. In

the Australian interview, he makes it clearer his role was that of a FiXER, he was called in when product development went

wrong, or things required highly speci8c attention. His background in medical ethics was critical to operate. Looks like he was

unaware of numerous prior ethics breaches until he ran into RFK Jr, as he helped edit "The Real Anthony Fauci" - his words are

chosen carefully, as he was relying on other experts before he took the shot and had side effects. Later realized his associates

were also unaware...as numerous toxicology tests were skipped over, missed or never conducted. He quickly outlines his own a

step-by-step awakening, and still recovering from developed conditions.
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Although I hold steadfastly to the fact that, pretty much all Rx companies are inherently evil, I am confused as to why the PCR test is

referenced. Is it not grossly _awed? If it is used, as referenced here, how is anything at all valid?
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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I keep wondering that myself. I am so glad that the Truth is a Person. "Love not the world nor the things of the world"
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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The PCR test was never designed to diagnose any infection. Forget any and all preconceived notions about PCR test you have

witnessed the past 3 years. PCR test are meant to detect speci8c proteins. They isolate a protein and make a pcr test to detect

that protein. There are 23 different proteins in SARS-Cov-2. You can be exposed to SARS-Cov-2, and have your immune system

DESTROY IT, and you will still test positive because this 1 protein the PCR test is formulated to detect is circulating in your

bloodstream. You're not sick with Covid19, but you have to quarantine and be retested to serve the Marxist ideology.
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM
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The vaccine has a relative eecacy of 95 percent which is meaningless. The absolute effectiveness is less than 1 percent
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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ScottPec - key insight. This fact was swept under the rug. I was aware of this and did a simple risk assessment. Take a "who

knows what" jab with less that 1% absolute risk reduction (and how many jabs?) - or - take a daily prevention protocol (FLCCC

Alliance) and avoid congested and poorly ventilated venues for any excessive duration of time. Results (observational study of

one) - no jab, no boosters, no Covid-19, and no adverse reactions. Was this rocket science - or just CIA thinking?
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It's actually negative. If you compare unvaccinated to vaccinated and boosted, the eecacy of the jabs is somewhere between

negative 20 and 50%.
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This has been going on since the 1950's. For over 40 years I have personally watched myself, family members and dear friends be

gaslighted, lied to, ignored, misdiagnosed and made to leave examining rooms in the middle of a visit because they expressed concern

about treatment protocols. The military, medical and food industrial complex is an unholy, unclean cancer that delights in pain,

disability and despair. They know that sick, desperate, tired people have no energy to get angry enough to 8ght back. It is now the

devil's 8nal hour. The hurricane on the horizon will soon be directly over our heads.
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You may want to check the US Congressional committee today, clips uploaded to Twitter. You can follow "the vigilant fox" if so

inclined. Even easier, Gui posted a link to the Dr Malone substack today (scroll up this blog).
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you (again!) Dr. Mercola for leading the way to Truth in real investigative reporting. Lamestream media (at best) limps far

behind, for the most part hiding their heads in the sand - bought and paid for by BigPharma/Special Interests. Much esteem to Top

Posters for your incisive comments.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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They can't cut off the hand that feeds them. Almost 75% of TV commercials are medical related. That says it all. Prior to Ronald

Reagan, this was against the law.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There needs to be a new TV series, more speci8cally, a documentary series called Have Belt, Will Travel. You can 8gure out the rest:

 mypatriotsnetwork.com/patriot/russian-scientist-who-helped-create-covi..
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow Epi you cant make this *** up . World gone mad .
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epi sounds like they were playing belt roulette lol..Ah lordie mental illness could well be the new PLAN/SCAM/DAMNdemic..
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Well, I did watch that link. Pretty disturbing. That is how David Carradine died, in a closet with a rope around his neck and . . .
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epi-cure
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Kinda like looking at the Mona Lisa, don't you think . . . . it's all in the eyes of the beholder. One says how gruesome a guy should

come to such an end because he has a fetish, another might say, oh well, one less developer in the world of garbage vaXXines

(admittedly I know nothing about the Russian vaccine; merely tabling the possibilities).
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Hi Epi-cure, I did not save a link, but last year, a head Chinese scientist who had developed their (ineffective) covid vaccine was

reportedly found dead under unusual circumstances. Dunno if these may be related events.
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I have a belt. I will travel!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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As the evidence keeps piling up and as the adverse events continue, the lingering question sticks out like a zit on the end of a pretty

girl's nose - will anything ever happen to those who so willingly deceived the public? I suspect we all know the answer to that. In the

current round of show hearings in DC, there remain Dem members of Congress playing the race card, as if noticing that something

originated in China is somehow racist. It is a level of intellectual bankruptcy that should embarrass the institution of Congress itself

and anyone who voted for these people, but we've long been living in a post-shame society.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The GOP are on their hamster wheels spinning and verbally scolding, but that is all they ever do. Our servants ranting and raving

telling us what we have known for years now and we get to pay for being told what we already know over and over and over.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

, but we've long been living in a post-shame society. Indeed
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are still propagating Jan 6. So lower your expectations to something 3rd-worldish like N.Korea.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truth be known, this is standard procedure for big pharma run trials for all drugs. ALL negative trials or results are buried deep in the

big pharma vault of lies and terrors never to be discovered. Even though mRNA vaccines are NOT drugs or vaccines, they are

non-pharmaceutical prototype substances (countermeasures), the process is the same. Under the EUA, no long term trials were need

to be done so whatever they did were pseudo trials or non-relevant as these horrible substances were going to be used on humanity no

matter what.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Trials ran the same for Gardasil. Look how many injuries and deaths from that. It would have been higher if it was pushed

on everyone. I can imagine with Gardasil they were trying to cause infertility to a whole generation.
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ray65871
Joined On 6/20/2014 1:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a note over my desk at work; P8zer trials end May 2, 2023. After that date I will make my decide if its safe to take the clot shot.
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rickaldinecomcast.net
Joined On 2/8/2021 6:14:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Joe Bidumb & criminal accomplices you want to rape & pillage for tax revenue? go steal your billions from P8zer & the rest of Big

Pharma. Bankrupt them, NOT US !!!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No kidding!
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know if the viral vector AZ etc are safer than the mrna long term?  Most I know have had two AZ and one mrna.

 Apparently the viral vector also gives your cells instructions to produce the spike so I'm trying to work out if there is a difference. Also

there was the Novavax which is designed, I believe, like the _u vax of previous years yet seemed to be very slow coming out compared

with the lightning speed of the others.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO nope NOT! Please do your own research, One BIG REASON these are slow to show up is myocarditis and possibly other

heart conditions are also being reported from Novavax trials. Sorry, don't remember where I was reading or listening to who

made that association...may have been Dr Richard Fleming in one of his weekly broadcasts, its a place to start.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry but you're standing in a cesspool with a straight face discussing which shapes of _oating 8lth would be more

eecacious to consume. Wake up.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darwin, there's a fundamental _aw with respiratory viruses and vaccines. These respiratory  viruses (RSV, FLU, & Corona)

mutate very rapidly. There's no way to stay on top of it. The public was duped on vaccines because viruses like measles is very

easy to make a vaccine for. Measles doesn't mutate much. If it does mutate it can't infect humans. That begs the question: Did

the measles vaccine work or did the virus mutate? I believe measles mutated to where it can't make us sick.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crimes Against Humanity and capital Murder charges should be brought against P8zer oecials who were behind all this criminal

activity. Make sure their juries have plenty of COVID survivors as well as their victims left behind the deaths of family members to

make something else "correct and right". Otherwise it's just not fair that these criminals basically skate away from any legal charges

richer then we can imagine and looking and acting like they're guilt free too. Oh and everyone in Congress who's helped them out

should also be facing those same serious charges...
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real criminals here are those that have covered up a critical truth. That includes the owners of the media. Failing to report is just

as bad as it can get. The owners are guilty of just that failing to report. The question then becomes how do you prosecute? I would

start with all the money bribed through the US Congress to keep things hidden. That is fraud. Because if your law makers are

corrupted then you cannot trust anything they do or say. If your judges are likewise corrupted then the drug companies have won. That

also is fraud and conduct unbecoming. That leaves a very small minority of people telling us the truth and the way things are. These

same corrupted people will have little trouble in shutting down those telling the truth. Sadly, only when it ironically effects them and

their lives will any of this possibly change.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I blame the regulatory authorities. Those bureaucrats are paid to protect us from both pharma and politicians.
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spp3369
Joined On 2/11/2021 5:47:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it's P8zer, we have to assume it's all of them.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALSO MISSING FROM THE PFIZER DATA & NOT MENTIONED IN THIS ARTICLE - Dr. Tina Peers, Consultant In Reproductive Health &

Menopause Specialist in the UK, publicly revealed the following from the MHRA Public Assessment Report: 1) no fertility studies were

done. 2) Also, P8zer did not allow pregnant women to participate in the trial, & further, instructed all women involved in their "studies"

to use contraceptives, condoms & whatever approved birth control to ensure they DO NOT GET PREGNANT under any circumstances

after injection during the trial period (what did they already know?) 3) In spite of that demand & requirement of P8zer, 25 women did

get pregnant during the "study". Of those 25, 15 had miscarriages (60%) & 5 (20%) were born with congenital birth defects. (That's a

combined 80% permanent injury or death rate!) 4) In Scotland, since the "vaxxes" were rolled out, the miscarriage & stillborn rate has

increased 150%. www.brighteon.com/a6c4c80a-b8ca-4b2a-9bc5-21a0b59c891f
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smiller352
Joined On 4/2/2012 11:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn’t big pharma prone to manipulate or selectively report data for every new drug trial so as to maximize their return in investment?

Business as usual it been going on for decades, how can anyone say they didn’t know?
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HilltopJPJ
Joined On 12/1/2022 7:11:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The US govt in addition to the usual ongoing corruption had to up its game, in part to delay the oncoming collapse of the Social

Security (so called) system. The MRNA jabs killing people coupled with their advice to wait longer before receiving SS (larger monthly

payout) all in hopes that enough people wait or die in order to buy a little more time before the house of cards collapses.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All systems have been Hijacked not just SS system . The postal system was raped of billions years ago and is now ready for

collapse . The Malls of america were raped where they were taking out billion dollar loans for a Mall worth 30 million . All

systems have been plundered and sucked dry by the same bankers for the last 250 years with no signs of letting up . Look up

what is null and void in times of War EMERGENCY , its been going on since the Civil War . You may 8nd that the greatest piece

ever written is void during a War Emergency . Not according to me but the Govt .
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no Social Security fund. There hasn't been a dime in it for decades. Sll the money is created out of thin air wherever it is

needed and when they say it's time to bankrupt it, that's when they'll stop paying. But there's no fund to have money run out. Fear

works.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For P8zer to deny any association between their injections and deaths and injuries is like Faber denying that Zyklon B gas had no

association with the deaths of millions of people approaching the middle of the 20th Century.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently this may have been an ongoing industry M.O. for the past 40 years or so, as Gardasil was the most dangerous shot

prior to this. Pro8ts and shareholders 8rst, at all costs. Amazing how even more dirty industry and agency laundry is coming

out.
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jhy7142
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In response to your Zyklon B comment here is the real scienti8c proof of what it was used for . Now for most with closed minds

and an indoctrination so deep and imbedded they will turn away and not even read it . I was like this 14 years ago and took the

hook line and sinker because for 51 years this is the only story I was told . It took a couple of years of cross referencing all the

names involved in this piece I am sending you and for most the denial will still be there but thats on you not me . The

rami8cations of this article changes all that we have been told and all the hatred that I had garnered for the innocence people

that were destroyed over the lies of this period in history .

If you want truth than read it if not stay in the struggle with what we face today . I am not a hater but a truth seeker trying to

make sense of the World we live in . nationalvanguard.org/2020/01/auschwitz-chemistry-how-science-proves-th..  All of these

people were harassed or thrown in jail or assaulted some even killed for bringing this to light does that sound normal .
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“In November 2020, P8zer claimed its COVID-19 shot was 95% effective against COVID-19, but this was highly misleading and based

on _awed methodology.” When the discussion on inadequate testing and misleading results began to include the actual inventor of the

mRNA injections, some of us expressed disquiet as to why those involved in the actual development of these medical interventions

did not publicise their knowledge of known risks, (which included antibody dependent enhancement) at an early stage and as a matter

of urgency. According to one source, they did and the dangers were known about and published in the Lancet in 2020 with the

conclusion that these injections (not “vaccines”) should never be used even experimentally.

 www.americaoutloud.com/could-this-man-have-saved-the-world

 www.researchgate.net/publication/339805149_Medical_Countermeasures_Ana..
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We need a roundup and a rope and a tree. Asap.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 2:54:50 AM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

100%

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 2:59:31 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO Mo'r Roundup.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 6:47:07 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need more trees and ropes.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 7:51:41 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We do. It says alot about all of us that it has not been done. If you have a plan, pleas advise.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 12:59:43 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Make sure it's a silver rope that get's worn out from executing so many PRO COVID LIARS that truly deserve it. Such as the head

nuts at P8zer. Also I believe Tucker named a whole bunch of similar "no souls" in Congress who deserve no less, on his show

last evening. Same crowd of losers, count on it. I can almost smell the coming False Flag by these desperate, treasonous

globalist Marxist ayeholes. Why? Because they're losing and they KNOW it!! John Q Public is 8nally waking up...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 1:44:43 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like ya'll sayin we need to git er dunnn..LOL https://youtu.be/36E4FRSfWNo   It'll git dun in due course, ride it out..

https://youtu.be/Y9JVGVrRzCw

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 2:00:04 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FIrst they hide the statistics about side effects (read, medical maiming) and deaths, but then they call the naturopaths the quacks.

Logical, eh? Follow the money. An "aside": Does Anybody think that natural medicine would cause deaths and blood clotting, heart

in_ammation, stroke, rapid-growing and aggressive cancer? It's time for people en masse to completely lose faith in mainstream

medicine, defecting to so-called "alternative" medicine, which really should be Primary Care Medicine, and called Commonsense

Medicine because it addresses underlying causes....and oh, we don't ever say this ,but it provides early treatment that saves lives!

Sssshhhhhh....that's criminal nowadays. Caution, do not utter those words, SSSSHHhHhhhhH!!! (Irony intended). It follows: Just trust

the "health" self-proclaimed **authorities** !!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 6:29:31 AM
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HilltopJPJ
Joined On 12/1/2022 7:11:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I 8nally walked away from the western medicine model a number of years ago, and a year ago walked away from a 42 year

(because of the covid bs) job, 18 months before I was eligible for SS. I had no debt, so l just walked away including away from

health insurance. Everyone thought I was crazy to walk away from insurance, but it covered almost nothing, the majority of care

I chose to receive was out of pocket already. Grow a lot of our own food, buy locally raised meat or raise our own, do the best we

can. We’re all going to die someday, I decided long ago it will be on my terms, not Gov, Pharma or anyone else.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 7:29:11 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love you Mirandola! Just let it go. Your passion is very appreciated. Most of us here have long walked away. You carry the torch!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of Course Big Pharma is 100% GUILTY...but what are you gonna do about it ??? NOTHING ..absolutely NOTHING..ZERO.........but

milllions will still pay them Billion$ when ya buy some more of their 'products' and go see what Bayer owns.....>>>>

www.bayer.com/sites/default/8les/subsidiary-and-aeliated-companies-..  <<< see when Bayer bought Monsanto they bought the

hundreds of companies that Monsanto owned and when Bayer Buys other companies..see thet can own hundreds of what you eat and

wear and put on you body and face....and breath and apply and feed cows and chickens and the list is long..............ever think of

"Boycott" ..WHAT??

they have ties to all the telecommunications companies and power companies and the gas in da tank...and EVEN DARPA..... and of

course 3G-4G-5G....look it up!!! your sitting in front of the the most powerful information net known...and you too busy chatting is

some mindless 'social media'??? ....Addicted to facebook or twiddle or instagram.........too busy on zoom or games???
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Now look at what P8zer owns >> www.investopedia.com/companies-owned-by-p8zer-5211303   << including Shell oil.....>>>>

aquired by P8zer >>>> www.investopedia.com/companies-owned-by-p8zer-5211303   << This could go on and on for day....as

each company P8zer bought or acquired has several companies that it acquired... And when the SNAKE (P8zer) eats up the

competitors....ya gets a Monopoly God wake up and research the facts as to who owns who....P8zer also owns LAND....billions

of acres of land in every country on earth and a portion of the 'South pole' .....hummmmmmm why would P8zer own part of the

South Pole Antarctica .......supposed to be by some treaty...Hummm....well lets see the TV site i saw in the 1950s ...>>>>

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrdSal9uH28&ab_channel=PublicResourceOrg  <<< listen carefully to Adm Byrd ." on the OTHER

SIDE of the South Pole there is a land.................." well.......i Think and its has been proven in my eyes to know its only a South

Wall....and for you bible thumpers>> "The earth does NOT MOVE" stated in several place in YOUR bible book.......spinning ball???

NASA Moonwalk.. Mars lander.........its all BULLSH!T......LIE and LIE and LIE....Just Liike Da Jab is gonna save MILLIONS of

people......when how many did it KILL??? Yes just another BIG LIE!!!
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mrrobb
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Lie after LIE after LIE!!!!!!!! And billions are so accustomed to being LIED TO.........ya have no idea when you're being LIED

to.......so most just accept as a 'fact'........................waddle on and gets another JAB..or buy some poison to snack on..ore

another beer , made with ???? Who Cares????......a snack made with ?????? WHO CARES?? Read the ingredients??.........can't

even see them.....what's poly-sorbate80 do? why is it in ice cream? make water and oil ,mix? like soap?  OH.I DON'T CARE!!!!!!!!!!

 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!! And 5G is still going on in every country on earth.....to basically KILL YOU.......but who really cares?
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"twiddle" I like that.
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:) Jeremiah.............thanks >>> www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2wutEzjy_E&ab_channel=Bloomingproud
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for all the info, Rrrrrob. There is no pole. There is only a 200' tall ice wall that holds in the oceans. There is more land on

the other side than what is on this side. And it as ain't frozen, folks. If you think you live on a spinning ball, you are "just another

brick in the WALL". If you think our world moves around the sun at 66 600 miles per hour, even Pink Floyd knows the sun is

"racing around to come up behind you again". Better accept the truth because you are "shorter of breath and one day closer to

death".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/9/2023 2:13:02 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did something about it! I haven't seen a doctor or had a prescription in 25+ years! They can KMA!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the same players in all the same positions 3 + years post Fauci funded gain of function (directed evolution) wuh _u lab release in

CHINA. Not ONE of these KNOWN psychopathic entities has remotely been held accountable. No one should EVER be the least bit

surprised for what is to come in a ZERO accountability universe. The redundancy is deafening. Not ONE and we all know who they are.

Buckle up buttercup because this is only the beginning with these rapists of humanity to do as they please. What will you DO when

they come for you?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one is gonna "come for you".......they have 5G and they been cranking up the output power for the past several years..they

just gonna kill ya where you are........oh some midless goy will play Mr TuffGuy.....and the JEW owned TV networks will hype this

up and make it like a mamouth event.......yawn..like 99% the bussht on TV....just more BIG LIES.......people are so braindead

today..having been lied to for decades.......the mindless 8ckle citizens has no idea whats really going on.....OOOPS....I gotta go

chat to my maybe 'friend' about my bank account and password to cryptocurrency amount.......
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is James Earl Ray when you need him?
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video came up on my feed this morning. Give it a couple minutes for the information to surface: fb.watch/j9FG7o8uQn
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The video looks like it was heavily edited - possibly faked. I believe they did something similar with an alleged statement on a

video with Albert Bourla. It had similar poor graphics and audio. Not that I don't believe it to be as bad as it is, but if we are to

claim the moral high ground, we had better act like it.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jeremiah.8 It could be a fake, I don’t know or it could be factual. Moral high ground? That’s a ridiculous facade that keeps their

deeds hidden from the light. It’s also what keeps us from pitchforking and hanging these criminals. Everyone on this side of the

crowd parrots that statement. You know why? Bc they fed it to us to protect their behinds and necks. Look around; they’re

murdering us, literally murdering the masses, robbing us of our civil liberties, destroying our environment and closing down our

businesses so that they can steal our property from us and how do they continually get away with it? Morally high people

politely discussing the situation pinky out of course! Thank Gawd for that!
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good question Dr. Mercola.
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